TWO GIRLS PLAY DOCTOR
(A PLAY DOCTOR VIDEO – July 2, 2002)
This is a “first” for PLAY DOCTOR --- to make a video purely from behind the camera. Things turned out
pretty well and, all-in-all, it’s a pretty damned good video of about 1 hour and 45 minutes long! Featuring two dropdead gorgeous models [young at 20 and 24 years old, no tattoos, no body piercings], Kelsie and Elizabeth, both girls
were very interested in “playing doctor” with each other and being in a PLAY DOCTOR video. Look for them to
appear in future videos since they both had a g-r-e-a-t time making this video --- and it shows!
[0:00:00] Filmed right in Kelsie’s “real-life” apartment, the first scene is of Elizabeth ringing the doorbell
to visit her friend (and Nurse) Kelsie. It’s a hot sweltering day in the big city (and yes --- it was; we all about died in
the heat even with the air conditioner running) and Elizabeth stops by to rest. She’s not feeling well and suspects
that the heat is getting to her. Kelsie greets her at the door and the two girls sit in the living room to chat. In
addition to the heat, Elizabeth thinks that maybe her period is coming a little early. Kelsie palpates Elizabeth’s
stomach and also wonders whether she may be constipated. Whatever is causing her to feel poorly, Kelsie suggests
that Elizabeth rest for a while and she goes to the bedroom to get the bed ready for her while Elizabeth lies down
and rests on the couch.
[0:01:45] In the next scene, we see Elizabeth in the bathroom --- lowering her jeans and sitting on the
toilet. She has to urinate. Yes – you get to see it all as she empties her bladder. And suspecting that her period may
be coming early, she takes off her white lacy panties (with side-ties – from Victoria’s Secret®) and opens a tampon.
This is a great tampon insertion scene, as she squats and spreads her legs to slide the tampon in. She puts her panties
back on and adjusts them so that the tampon string isn’t hanging out from the sides . . .
[0:06:25] . . . Kelsie is in the bedroom getting the bed ready so that Elizabeth can take a nice comfortable
rest. What Elizabeth doesn’t know is that Kelsie is going to join her in the bed and that this is the moment that
Kelsie has dreamed of: although she is a Nurse, she also likes to “play doctor” --- and she’s going to take advantage
of this opportunity with Elizabeth not feeling well! Kelsie calls Elizabeth into the bedroom and has her get on the
bed. To be more comfortable for sleeping, Kelsie has Elizabeth take off her shirt and bra, leaving her in just her
panties. Kelsie gets her thermometer and takes Elizabeth’s temperature (orally – for now) while she performs an
assessment by palpating her abdomen and asking her questions about what she has had to eat, the last time she has
gone to the bathroom, etc. --- all for the purpose, of course, of trying to get her friend to feel better (or – maybe just
to get the opportunity to examine her further and give her an enema!?!?!?). When the time is up, Kelsie removes the
thermometer from Elizabeth’s mouth and tells her that her temperature is elevated. Kelsie tells Elizabeth to get
some rest and Elizabeth watches as Kelsie undresses to just her panties, puts on a silk nightdress, and then joins her
in the bed. The two friends drift off to sleep.
[0:16:10] Several hours later, it’s time for Kelsie to wake up and get ready for work (remember, she’s a
Nurse at the hospital). Kelsie is still pretty excited about having her friend in the same bed; the thoughts get the
better of her and she begins to rub her hands over her body. Checking to see that Elizabeth is still soundly asleep,
she removes her silk nightdress and her panties. Rolling over and getting her butt raised, she gets her rectal
thermometer, puts K-Y jelly on her finger and lubes her anus, then lubes the thermometer. She inserts the
thermometer into her rectum and enjoys the feeling as she moves it in and out and twists it from side to side. She
lies on he stomach and spreads her legs, trying not to play with the thermometer so it can register (after all, she is
trying to get an accurate reading for her basal body temperature chart --- good Catholic girl practicing the “natural
method” of birth control). This works for a little while until she starts contracting and releasing the anal sphincter
and pressing her hips against the bed! Her arousal is now at its peak; she continues to check that Elizabeth is still
asleep, and then she rolls over on her back, raises her knees, and spreads her legs. She keeps the thermometer
inserted and moves it around while running her hands up and down over her body and then ultimately coming to rest
on her clitoris. Not to awaken Elizabeth, Kelsie quietly squirms on the bed, rolling her head from side to side and
gyrating her hips, as one hand holds on to the thermometer and moves it around, while her other hand is fingering
her clitoris. She has a “quiet orgasm” while her friend, Elizabeth, lies sleeping next to her. Coming down from her
orgasm, Kelsie slides the thermometer from her rectum and notes the reading, then gets out of bed and heads for the
bathroom.

[0:24:50] Now it’s time to get ready for work. Kelsie takes care of the “morning piss” and sits on the
toilet. Again, you get a great view of her urinating (in fact, she told us that she had been waiting all day to do this
scene and that she really had to go bad – it shows as a long and steady stream of urine exits her body). Finishing on
the toilet, she wipes herself and flushes, then she gets in the shower. Kelsie is very sensuous --- You get to see a
good showering scene and, while in the shower, she also shaves herself, leaving just a little patch of hair on the top
(she’s a true redhead). She rinses off her body, making sure to turn forward and spread her legs to remove the
shaving cream and soap form her pubic area, then she turns around and, sticking out her buttocks, spreads them to
get the soap from between her cheeks. The shower is finished, and Kelsie gets out of the shower and dries off with
the towel.
[0:31:35] Back in the bedroom, Elizabeth is still sleeping, but now Kelsie has to get dressed for work – her
job as a Nurse at the hospital. We see her put on her plain white bra and plain white bikini panties and then her blue
scrubs (sorry, modern medicine has taken us away from the days of the starched white uniform). Before she leaves,
Kelsie awakens Elizabeth only to find out that she’s still not feeling too well and she still feels a bit feverish. This
time, it’s going to be a rectal temperature for Elizabeth. This is news to Elizabeth and she’s not too crazy about the
idea, but “Nurse Kelsie” insists and has Elizabeth roll over and get on her hands & knees “butt up” and then she
lowers her panties. Elizabeth is really nervous and scared as Kelsie puts on the exam gloves (purple non-latex) and
has to spend extra time applying K-Y jelly to her anus before inserting the thermometer --- she even uses the tip of
the thermometer to lightly rub the anal area before inserting it. Elizabeth is almost like a child, clenching her
buttocks and crying as the thermometer is inserted (she really is sensitive about insertions, even by her friend,
Kelsie). But, Kelsie prevails and gets the thermometer inserted – and then waits the four minutes while it registers –
occasionally making “adjustments” to it as Elizabeth whimpers. When the time is up, Kelsie removes the
thermometer and notes that Elizabeth still has a fever. Kelsie gives her some oral tablets before going off to work
and leaving Elizabeth to rest.
[0:46:20] Several hours later, after a hard day at the hospital, Kelsie returns home and finds that Elizabeth
is feeling a little better BUT she admits to not having had a bowel movement for quite some time, maybe a few
days! Before proceeding, Kelsie provides Elizabeth with a urinal so that she can provide a urine specimen for
Kelsie to take back to the lab. Elizabeth – now completely naked – kneels up on the bed, puts the urinal between her
legs, and provides the sample. Kelsie has suspected all along that Elizabeth might be constipated, so she has her lie
back on the bed in order to palpate her abdomen. Confirming her suspicions, she notes that Elizabeth’s abdomen is
quite firm and there is discomfort when pressure is applied. Kelsie tells Elizabeth that the best thing for her
immediate relief is going to be an enema. Initially, Elizabeth doesn’t respond until Kelsie explains to her what an
enema is, and then Elizabeth expresses some serious concern (Elizabeth really is an “enema virgin”). After a few
playful spanks, and coercing by Kelsie, Elizabeth realizes that an enema truly is the best thing for her. Kelsie elects
to use a standard red enema bag (that which she has at home – the combination douche/enema bag) with the small
enema nozzle – there’s no way Elizabeth would take the douche nozzle based on her response to the rectal
thermometer! Elizabeth is so nervous about having something else inserted into her anus, and about getting an
enema, that Kelsie thinks it best to allow Elizabeth to remain lying on her back and raising/spreading her legs so at
least she can see what’s going on. Kelsie again puts on the exam gloves and massages the anal area with K-Y jelly
before inserting the nozzle. She inserts her finger to about the second knuckle and Elizabeth screams, “Take it out!
Just figure out what you’re going to do with my ass and do it!” Even as the nozzle is inserted, Elizabeth cries out for
Kelsie to stop, but Kelsie continues until the nozzle is fully inserted. Elizabeth grimaces and writhes on the bed as
Kelsie starts the warm water slowly flowing into her. Kelsie continues to slowly administer Elizabeth’s very first
enema, and all the while Elizabeth is letting her know how awful it feels – and you can see her face – she’s not
faking it! She even screams, “Hurry up! Take it out!” to which Kelsie replies, “Hold it in, hold it in!” Kelsie stops
the flow after Elizabeth has taken about half of the bag – not bad for an enema virgin who is scared to death. But . .
. Kelsie takes her time removing the nozzle and the scene concludes as Kelsie finally allows Elizabeth to get off the
bed and head to the bathroom [sorry --- there’s no bathroom/toilet/expulsion scene --- you can only ask an enema
virgin to do so much!].
[1:03:25] When Elizabeth finishes in the bathroom, the next scene begins back in the bedroom as Kelsie
informs Elizabeth that she is going to be examined --- a full physical examination. Kelsie begins with having
Elizabeth lie back on the bed so her abdomen can be palpated and it’s confirmed that there was benefit from
Elizabeth being given an enema. Then, Kelsie takes the stethoscope to listen to Elizabeth’s chest and she has her sit

up in the bed so she can listen to her back. With this complete, out comes the tongue depressor and Kelsie gets a
good look inside of Elizabeth’s mouth. Time for the neurological instruments to come out – the percussion hammer
to test Elizabeth’s reflexes and the Wartenberg neurological pinwheel to test her sensitivity response (and Kelsie
even playfully runs it over Elizabeth’s clitoris and nipples). Using the otoscope, Kelsie takes a look inside of
Elizabeth’s ears and she finishes up the basic physical assessment by taking her blood pressure.
[1:14:00] Now it’s time for the pelvic and rectal exams --- something that Kelsie has been waiting for the
opportunity to do and – much to her surprise --- something that Elizabeth actually dreads. Kelsie has Elizabeth slide
to the edge of the bed, putting her feet on the edge, while bending her knees and spreading her legs so that Kelsie
has plenty of access to do the examinations. Putting on the exam gloves, Kelsie starts by applying K-Y jelly to her
finger and then spreading it around Elizabeth’s exterior labia and working it towards her vagina. Elizabeth is so
tight that Kelsie has trouble even getting one finger inside of her. So, now that it’s time for the speculum, she also
applies plenty of K-Y to it and then tries to insert it with not much success. She gives it to Elizabeth and suggests
that she try it; well, even trying to insert it herself, the standard medium-sized speculum is just too large! Uh oh!
Kelsie tells Elizabeth that, in order to do a proper pelvic exam, she’s going to have to insert two fingers into her
vagina and then one finger in her rectum while one finger is in her vagina. In an effort to try and comfort Elizabeth
as Kelsie inserts two finger into Elizabeth’s very tight vagina, Kelsie lightly rubs her clitoris while inserting her
fingers --- even this stimulation and distraction doesn’t prevent Elizabeth from grimacing and screaming. Next, it’s
time for the finger-in-the rectum and Elizabeth isn’t too happy about this, either! More screams, but to no avail as
Kelsie completes her pelvic exam, much like she would on a young virgin. One more thing to do . . .
[1:22:40] . . . Kelsie shows Elizabeth the anoscope and explains to her that it is going to be inserted into
her rectum; of course, Elizabeth is none too happy. Kelsie lubricates the anoscope and begins to insert it into
Elizabeth’s rectum. She gets it in just past the anal sphincter when Elizabeth starts crying that it is sharp and that it
hurts, but Kelsie knows better and she continues to push it all the way inside. She removes the plunger and gets a
good look inside of Elizabeth’s rectum – but not for too long as Elizabeth is writhing her head back and forth and
begging for Kelsie to remove it. Once finished, Kelsie removes the anoscope and gives Elizabeth some tissue to
wipe her anus and between her legs. Kelsie leaves the room to clean up, but when she returns . . .
[1:26:50] . . . Apparently, Elizabeth has had some time to think about what she has just endured, or maybe
she’s gotten aroused even though she appeared to be in distress throughout the examination. Whatever the reason,
the end result is that she’s going to turn the tables on Kelsie and get aggressive with her! She pulls down Kelsie's
scrub pants and takes her over her knee for a spanking – primarily on Kelsie’s bare buttocks because she is wearing
white thong panties. But – this isn’t where it stops. Elizabeth has Kelsie take off her scrub top and panties, as well
as her bra, and has her lie on her stomach on the bed. Elizabeth tells Kelsie that she knows what went on in the bed
earlier that morning and now . . . Elizabeth is going to take Kelsie’s rectal temperature! She puts on the purple exam
gloves and spreads Kelsie’s buttocks to apply K-Y jelly to her anus; then she lubes up the thermometer and in it
goes! Unlike what was heard from Elizabeth, Kelsie enjoys the stimulation and this is enhanced by the spanking
that Elizabeth gives her while the thermometer is registering. For increased “stimulation”, Elizabeth runs the
neurological pinwheel over Kelsie’s body --- across her Mons and her breasts – and then she does herself! Even
without a formal temperature reading, there’s no doubt now that both girls have gotten really HOT!
[1:33:35] Kelsie turns over on her back and Elizabeth takes a vibrator that just happens to be lying on the
bed with the other medical tools; Elizabeth takes it and rests it between Kelsie’s spread legs – right on her clitoris.
She works it around as the two girls play with each other, running their hands across each other’s bodies, sucking
nipples, and kissing. No girl would be without her vibrator, right? Exactly – and Elizabeth is no exception. Kelsie
hands Elizabeth her vibrator – one that is narrow at the tip and wider at the base – and Elizabeth “sucks cock” by
putting it into her mouth. She wets her hand with her mouth and rubs her clit before slowly inserting the vibrator.
As tight as she was during the pelvic exam, she has no problem inserting the vibrator and getting herself off. While
Elizabeth is doing herself with the vibrator, Kelsie is busy working a small vibrator over her own clit – both girls
squirming side-by-side on the bed together! Elizabeth has a hard cum when Kelsie leans over and sucks on her
nipples! Now it’s time for Elizabeth to return the favor, and that she does: she goes to work on Kelsie, first using
the neurological pinwheel on her breasts and then leaning in and sucking on her nipples. Kelsie is working herself
over and has inserted the vibrator into her vagina. Once the clitoris vibrator is applied against her clitoris, she, too,
has a hard cum! Now, both girls are satisfied (and you will be, too!)

COMMENTS:
1) Numbered segments next to paragraphs [X:XX:XX] indicate the time elapsed on the video at this point. That
way, you’ll know how long each section takes. The video is 1:45 minutes long.
2) Video and audio quality are excellent in this video. Filmed using professional VHS equipment. In some
segments, there is some “RF bleed” and it sounds as though a religious propaganda radio program may be
playing in the background. It wasn’t and it’s not distracting, but it came as a surprise when the tape was
reviewed. The video was really filmed in Kelsie’s apartment, located in a densely populated area of a major
metropolitan city – so there is real outside noise occurring on this very hot summer afternoon. Some things you
just can’t control with live video shoots.
3) Both females, although models, were amateurs at “playing doctor”, so what you see is what they figured out
given some coaching. Both were very curious and comfortable in their respective roles although I didn’t expect
that Elizabeth would be quite as tight as she was! Also, Elizabeth truly was an enema virgin and I also suspect
that she hadn’t engaged in much, if any, anal play (what do you think?).
4) What about the models? Well . . . Kelsie is 20 years old and originally from Canada (detect a slight accent?).
She is 5’6” tall and weighs 108 pounds. Her measurements are 34C-25-34. Elizabeth is 24 years old and
originally from New Zealand (listen to how she says “bathroom”). She is 5’6” tall and weighs 119 pounds. Her
measurements are 34A-26-36. Kelsie was referred to me and she introduced Elizabeth --- the rest you see on
video!
5) DAMN was it hot in that place --- but we got a hot video, too! And, speaking of “hot”, all rectal temperatures
are taken with a wonderfully traditional glass rectal thermometer --- pear shaped bulb, yellow band, and red
triangular top! [Play Doctor – that’s me – is a big rectal temp fan!]
6) THANKS to Leslie for the purple non-latex exam gloves (from a real OB-GYN office).
7) THANKS to Dr. Ed for his technical guidance, providing us with scrubs, and his assessment kit (otoscope).

